8606 compass ct., Laurel, MARYLAND

Summary
Justin Walker, born on April 2nd, 1998 in Fairfax, VA, personally values the creation and
utilization of efﬁcient solutions in the workplace. Since Elementary School, Justin has put most
of his effort towards creating new things. Justin later pursued the life of an artist as well as an
engineer and a designer. He wishes to one day open his own studio and and provide a way for
young creatives in his community to pursue the same dream.

Education

Wheaton High School

06/2016

Robotics & Engineering • Wheaton-Glenmont, Maryland
I graduated on time with a GPA of 2.7
I enrolled in PLTW (Project Lead The Way) for engineering and obtained many skills in robotics
and programming. Developed a device that can detect when someone falls asleep and proceed to
wake them up with an alarm.

Skills

Experience

Adobe Photoshop

Adobe Premiere

Programming

Music Production

Target

10/2016 - 07/2017

Sales Associate • Greenbelt, MARYLAND
Operate the cash register. Handle and count money in short time. Opening and closing the store.
Operating for 8 hour shifts that include cleaning and organizing separate aisles of the store.
Provide assistance to customers. Manage and ensure proper operation of self check out
machines. Consistently romote company agenda.

Original Substance

02/2018 - 11/2018

Graphic Designer • Laurel, MARYLAND
I was tasked with creating multiple designs to be utilized for t-shirts, hoodies, hats and other
merchandise for a small company that focused on diversity and the representation of different
cultures.

Arts on the Block

11/2018 - Present

Studio Crew • Silver Spring, MARYLAND
Facilitate client meetings while taking notes. Generate ideas and designs for commission clients.
Organize and clean studio space. Facilitate airbnb workshops. Consistently promote company
agenda. Through this Justin:

Attended client meetings for Chase and JP Morgan
Pioneered a new design process for Studio Crew commissions
Attended networking events and shared information
Facilitated a YMCA workshop for children
Attended an AYD (Advanced Youth Development) Training

Arts on the Block

10/2019 - Present

MIT (Manager in Training) • Silver Spring, Maryland
Facilitate and lead client meetings. Manage commission projects. Communicate with the rest of
studio crew through different means of communication. Consistently update studio staff on
projects, issues and potential ideas. Provide feedback to studio crew members. Assist studio crew
members across different simultaneous projects. Time management.

Languages
English

